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Dance Objectives
To respond with an understanding to dance
and learn to create and perform pieces.
For children to communicate proficiently in
dance.
Children will understand and evaluate dance in
different contexts and cultures with crosscurricular links to history and literacy.
To perform different styles of dance with
confidence.
For children to explore and develop
emotionally through dance, topics include
Mindfulness and Positivity as well as selfconfidence, team work and being comfortable
in our own bodies

Equiment List
IWB/speakers
Risk assessment
Mini whiteboard and pens
School IPad

KS2 Scheme of Work

KS2 Skill Progression Year 3

Year 3 Unit 1
To use varied movement at varying speeds alone
or in a group
Year 3 Unit 4
To use body movement, speed, direction and coTo learn a few basic modern dance moves
ordination to show and express different scenes
To learn a full modern dance routine
or emotions (using weather as a stimulus)
To be able to perform a choreographed dance
To perform dance sequences in pairs and small
routine with confidence
groups to the stimulus of Weather
To further our knowledge of modern dance by
To create routines that match the music and
learning new dance moves
beat in small groups
To practice a modern dance until we start to
To assess and improve the choreographed
memorize some of the choreography
routines in small groups
To rehearse and record the final performance
To perform routines in small groups

Year 3 Unit 2
Year 3 Unit 5
Discuss the theme of Ancient Greeks, what do
To begin discussing the structure of your
the children already know?
piece
To recap last lessons Ancient Greek phrases and
To begin learning formation and
discuss each of the gods/godesses in further
choreography
detail
To show teamwork skills
Discuss what the children know about the Greek
To understand corrections within the
Olympics, what were the most famous events?
choreography
Discuss the famous Ancient Greek
To show you have taken on and understood
Heroes/Warriors
the corrections given last lesson
Combine pairs and discuss your ideas, try and
combine both pairs phrases to form a dance
Discuss what the children have learned in this
unit, each group will be performing their group
Year 3 Unit 6
piece in this lesson
To understand the history of Charleston
dance
Year 3 Unit 3
To begin learning your Charleston dance
To understand dance of the world
To continue with your Charleston
To use repertoire to learn part of a Flamenco
To understand the importance of facial
routine
expressions in a dance
To use repertoire to learn the HAKKA
To understand our corrections and apply
To use repertoire to learn part of a Russian
them to the performance
Ballet routine
To ensure corrections and facial expressions
To use repertoire to learn part of an Egyptian
have been included in a final performance
routine
To use repertoire to learn parts of different
cultural dances

Year 4
Year 4 Unit 1
Year 4 Unit 4
To use varied movement at varying speeds alone
To understand the background of Bollywood
or in a group
dancing
To use body movement, speed, direction and coTo show teamworking skills
ordination to show and express different scenes
To combine phrases with another pair
or emotions (using weather as a stimulus)
To use repertoire to extend your dance
To perform dance sequences in pairs and small
To combine repertoire with your own
groups to the stimulus of Weather
choreography
To create routines that match the music and beat
To perform your dances with characterisation
in small groups
To assess and improve the choreographed
routines in small groups
To perform routines in small groups
Year 4 Unit 2
To learn the story of Aladdin and familiarise
ourselves with each character
To understand the importance of
characterisation when performing and to learn
how to develop this
To watch and understand the reason for
characterisation from the West End Live show of
Aladdin
To understand what repertoire is and take a
section of this dance and use it in your pairs
Combine pairs and discuss your ideas, try and
combine both pairs phrases to form a dance
To be able to apply characterisation to a final
performance

Year 4 Unit 5
To be able to pick out key features of a lyrical
performance
To learn the first part of a lyrical dance
To understand the importance of emotive
movement in lyrical dances
To understand corrections and apply them to
the routine
To apply the corrections to your work
To perform your dance using emotions

Year 4 Unit 3
Year 4 Unit 6
To understand dance of the world
To learn a full modern dance routine
To use repertoire to learn part of a Flamenco
To be able to perform a choreographed dance
routine
routine with confidence
To use repertoire to learn the HAKKA
To further our knowledge of modern dance by
To use repertoire to learn part of a Russian Ballet
learning new dance moves
routine
To practice a modern dance until we start to
To use repertoire to learn part of an Egyptian
memorize some of the choreography
routine
To rehearse and record the final performance
To use repertoire to learn parts of different
cultural dances

Year 5
Year 5 Unit 1
Year 5 Unit 4
To use varied movement at varying speeds
To understand how to improvise movement to
alone or in a group
a piece of music
To use body movement, speed, direction and coTo use improvisation to tell a story
ordination to show and express different scenes
To continue to create a storyline using
or emotions (using weather as a stimulus)
movements
To perform dance sequences in pairs and
To understand the importance of
individually to the stimulus of Weather
characterisation
To create routines that match the music and
To use improvisation to tell a story
beat in small groups or pairs
To understand the importance of
To assess and improve the choreographed
characterisation
routines in small groups
To perform routines in small groups

Year 5 Unit 2
Year 5 Unit 5
To be able to understand an in detail
To understand the history of Ballroom
introduction to Traditional Egyptian Dance
dancing
To be able to understand the first style of
To use improvisation in order to work in
Traditional Egyptian Dance
partners
To understand the second style of Traditional
To use the previous videos in order to form a
Egyptian Dance
repertoire piece
To understand the final style of Traditional
to continue with your repertoire dance
Egyptian Dance
To begin to add formation and
To understand the purpose of still images and
characterisation to your dance
how they are effective in a dance piece
To understand the importance of applying
To understand the importance of preparing for a
knowledge to your final dances
performance

Year 5 Unit 3
An introduction to Capoeira Dance
Develop your martial arts movements
To recap your knowledge by joining with
another pair and combining sequences
To combine and teach your phrases
To learn and understand freeze frames and add
them to your dance
To rehearse and perform your Capoeira style
dance

Year 5 Unit 6
To begin discussing the structure of your
piece
To begin learning formation and
choreography
To show teamwork skills
To spend time working individually to create
movement
To understand corrections within the
choreography
To show you have taken on and understood
the corrections given last lesson

Year 6
Year 6 Unit 1
To learn basic modern dance moves
To learn a full modern dance routine
To be able to perform a choreographed dance
routine
To further our knowledge of modern dance by
learning new dance moves
To practice a modern dance until we start to
memorize some of the choreography
To rehearse and record the final performance

Year 6 Unit 4
To understand what the HAKA is
To use repertoire in order to learn the HAKA
To create your own HAKA using the knowledge
from last lesson
To continue with your own HAKA
To perform your HAKA in front of an audience
To create a group Haka

Year 6 Unit 2
To understand an in depth introduction of
Spanish Dance
To understand the style of Flamenco and
attempt to put some movement together in
this style
To understand what repertoire is and be
able to replicate part of a Flamenco dance
To understand Traditional Spanish Dancing
and learn the movement
To remember key choreography taught and
apply skills to performances
To understand the importance of preparing
for a performance

Year 6 Unit 5
To understand Street Dance techniques
Rehearse techniques and develop combinations
An introduction to free-styling
Focus on strength and flexibility, learn more key
movements
Focus on technique and improving and
understanding the style
To show your understanding of the style by
performing each of your dances

Year 6 Unit 3
To understand the history of dance during
WW1
To understand the music, movement, style
of clothing and tempo of the music
To begin repertoire on a WW1 piece
To continue with the repertoire started
To continue with the repertoire from last
lesson
To apply your knowledge of the history of
dance during WW1 to your final
performance

Year 6 Unit 6
To begin discussing the structure of your piece
To begin learning formation and choreography
To show teamwork skills
To spend time working individually to create
some movement
To understand corrections within the
choreography
To show you have taken on and understood the
corrections given last lesson

